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Abstract This study focused on the development and validation of a three-tier multiplechoice diagnostic instrument about the ecological footprint. Each question in the three-tier
test comprised by; (a) the content tier, assessing content knowledge; (b) the reason tier,
assessing explanatory knowledge; and (c) the confidence tier that differentiates lack of
knowledge from misconception through the use of a certainty response index. Based on
the literature, the propositional knowledge statements and the identified misconceptions of 97
student-teachers, a first version of the test was developed and subsequently administered to
another group of 219 student-teachers from Primary and Early Childhood Education Departments. Due to the complexity of the ecological footprint concept, and that it is a newly
introduced concept, unknown to the public, both groups have been previously exposed to
relevant instruction. Experts in the field established face and content validity. The reliability,
in terms of Cronbach’s alpha, was found adequate (α = 0.839), and the test-retest reliability,
as indicated by Pearson r, was also satisfactory (0.554). The mean performance of the
students was 56.24% in total score, 59.75% in content tiers and 48.05% in reason tiers. A
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variety of concepts about the ecological footprint were also observed. The test can help
educators to understand the alternative views that students hold about the ecological footprint
concept and assist them in developing the concept through appropriately designed teaching
methods and materials.
Keywords Ecological footprint concept . Three-tier test . University student-teachers

Introduction
One of the most challenging issues that humankind has to deal with in the present and coming
years is the path towards sustainable development, aiming to the built of an inclusive,
sustainable and resilient future for people and planet (United Nations n.d.). Towards this
end, the contribution, among others, of the ecological footprint concept (EF) is valuable,
providing a comprehensive framework for the assessment of human impact on the environment by directly linking everyday activities with the environmental burden (Footprint Network
n.d.b.). In that way, the turn to an environmental friendly behaviour is facilitated, while citizens
and policy makers are enabled to take informed decisions regarding sustainability. The EF has
already gained much attention to the public debate and has been incorporated in the school
curricula of several countries and constitutes an integral part of the teacher preparation
programs in many institutions worldwide.
However, the occurrence and synthesis of a new concept, like the ecological footprint, is a
cumbersome process, usually leading to misconceptions, alternative conceptions or synthetic
models (Vosniadou 2012). In the present study, an effort is made to develop and evaluate a
tool, in the form of a three-tier test, which captures student-teachers’ (STs) understanding about
the ecological footprint (EF). In particular, the rational and the conceptualization of the
proposed tool are exhibited, accompanied by the detailed discussion of the development and
refinement process that establishes its reliability and validity. Moreover, quantitative and
qualitative results describing STs’ understanding on the EF topic are also presented. The
identification of STs’ alternative conceptions is another inherent and essential characteristic of
tier tests’ developmental process as such conceptions are used in the construction of the tier
tests. In addition, the very same tests can also be utilized for the identification of alternative
ideas. Hence, a short discussion about students and teachers’ alternative ideas is made in the
following sections. However, we do not present here results regarding STs’ alternative ideas
that emerged from the development of the particular three-tier test, as this is beyond the scope
of the present study.

The Ecological Footprint
According to Hoekstra (2008), footprint is a Bquantitative measure showing the appropriation
of natural resources by human being^ (p. 10). Moreover, it describes Bhow human activities
can impose different types of burdens and impacts on global sustainability^ (UNEP/SETAC
2009, p. 7). There are many different approaches and types of footprints, all trying to describe
and quantify various kinds of human impact on the environment. For instance, Čuček et al.
(2012) describe five main categories and their associated subcategories of footprints, like (a)
the environmental (i.e. carbon, water, energy, emissions, nitrogen, land, biodiversity, other); (b)
the social; (c) the economic (i.e. financial, economic); (d) the combined (i.e. energy-EXF,
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chemical); and (e) the composite footprints (i.e. ecological, sustainable process index, sustainable environmental performance indicator).
In relevance with the composite footprints, Mathis Wackernagel and William Rees formally
introduced the modern ecological footprint concept in the 1990s (Wackernagel 1994). According to their definition, the ecological footprint is a resource accounting tool that measures
how much biologically productive land and water area an individual, a city, a country, a region
or humanity uses to produce the resources it consumes and to absorb the waste it generates,
using prevailing technology and resource management (Footprint Network/Glossary, n.d.a).
The Ecological Footprint measures the supply of and demand on nature. More specifically, the
supply represents the planet’s biologically productive land areas including our forests, pastures, cropland, and fisheries and it is described through the planet’s biocapacity. The
biocapacity is then compared with humanity’s demand on nature (ecological footprint), which
represents Bthe productive area required to provide the renewable resources humanity is using
and absorbing its waste^ (Footprint Network n.d.b.). Therefore, Ecological Footprint is an
intensive quantity, and like other intensive quantities (e.g. density, see Zoupidis et al. 2016) it
is hard to be acquired and increases the likelihood learners to have alternative conceptions.
In respect of the educational value of ecological footprint, it has to be noted that it is a
powerful communication tool as it has visual, accessible and meaningful elements, attributes
that are essential in an educational framework (Barrett et al. 2004). The easy way that
ecological footprint is portrayed makes it a highly useful and informative tool as Bit depicts
the impacts of our actions upon the planet in a unique and visual manner making the concepts
accessible to policy makers, children, government officials and the general public alike^
(Barrett et al. 2004, p. 12). Moreover, through the ecological footprint concept, it is easier to
identify and quantify the components of personal and collective (e.g. family, country) lifestyle
(e.g. transportation modes, nutrition patterns, clothing, consumption, etc.) with their consequences on the environment (Barrett et al. 2004). The ecological footprint concept also
provides a simple framework for understanding the ecological bottom-line of sustainability.
Putting sustainability in simple and concrete terms helps to build common understanding and
sets a framework for action (Wackernagel 1994). Furthermore, the expanding popularity of the
ecological footprint concept is also depicted in the increased reference of the term in the
literature. For instance, a search in Google produced 3,140,000 results, and in the Google
Scholar 145,000 results. In addition, in the academic database of Scopus, the documents
relevant with the ecological footprint was soared from 24 in 2000 to 182 in 2016, producing in
total 2515 documents for the period 1992–2016. Nevertheless, although that ecological
footprint concept has huge educational potential, a small part of this has been fully exploited
yet. However, until now, results from small projects have shown that Bthe potential impact of
exploiting the tool to its full in the educational arena could have an enormous influence in
terms of people adopting sustainable lives^ (Barrett et al. 2004, p. 34).
The higher education has an important role to play in promoting the development of knowledge,
skills and values, and the first group of people who should be informed about the concepts relating to
sustainable development should be STs that will assume great responsibility to shape the vision for
the future. Hence, there is a need to determine their knowledge level on the issue. There is a need to
produce well-informed pre-service teachers who can critically think about sustainable living and
ecological footprint, and, therefore, can contribute to the development of sustainability principles in
their school and society (Keles and Aydogdu 2010b).
Reviewing relevant literature, many studies were identified showing that the ecological
footprint is an efficient tool in promoting sustainable life-related knowledge, attitudes and
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behaviours (Brody and Ryu 2006; Ryu and Brody 2006), detecting non-sustainable life styles
of schools and individuals (Dawe et al. 2004; Janis 2007) and raising students’ awareness of
the global and regional effects of their consumption patterns. Moreover, Crompton et al.
(2002) mention that a course about household ecological footprint raised university students’
awareness and understanding of environmental issues, and in many cases genuine changed in
attitudes and behaviour were prompted. In another study with meteorology students (Cordero
et al. 2008), a significant improvement in their understanding regarding topics of EF was
recorded, after their participation in a simple action-oriented learning activity emphasizing on
the personal connection between the student, energy and climate change. Gottlieb et al. (2012)
shown that the EF Bhas the potential to offer a range of strategies helping high school students
to understand the linkage between behavioural choices and their impact on the environment,^
as well as to Bcritically think about the environmental consequences of their choices and the
opportunities and responsibilities they have towards sustainability^ (p. 198). The same authors
(Gottlieb et al. 2013) also concluded that incorporating the ecological footprint as an educational tool in high school has some benefits including the amelioration of their proenvironmental behaviour. McNichol et al. (2011) note that introducing the ecological footprint
concept in early childhood education may be an effective way to educate not only children but
also Bstaff and parents on the links between the food they eat, land usage and environmental
impact^ (p. 689). O’Gorman and Davis (2013) also used an Ecological Footprint Calculator
tool to Australian early childhood pre-service teachers aiming to challenge them Bto consider
the sustainability of their lifestyles as a means for engaging them in learning and teaching for
sustainability^ (p. 779). However, there is not a diagnostic tool for the detection of teachers or
student-teachers’ conceptions about ecological footprint (Keles and Aydogdu 2010b) that
might be used to measure the effect of such interventions or to assess their initial understanding
on the topic.

Students’ Alternative Conceptions
Since the 1980s, the framework theories noticed that students when are exposed to the
scientific knowledge have already some alternative conceptions (preconceptions, misconceptions) that constrain learning scientific concepts (Vosniadou 2012). Many factors are involved
in the processes that lead to the construction of these early acquired beliefs, including their
sensory experiences and the influence of their cultural background, peers, mass media, as well
as classroom instruction (Redish et al. 1998). Scholars in the field described many kinds of
conceptual changes that are necessary as individuals move from intuitive beliefs, had been
constructed based on their everyday experience and cultural exposure, to learning scientific
concepts. The divergent epistemologies about the nature and origin of students’ ideas in
science are reflected in the variety of terms that are used to describe students’ non-canonical
ideas. Such terms are preconceptions, misconceptions, alternative conceptions, mental models
and intuitive theories. In the present study, the approach that Vosniadou and her colleagues
suggested on the nature of alternative views is adopted, namely that intuitive knowledge for
natural phenomena is described in terms of framework theories, which are supported by
different ontological and epistemological presuppositions (e.g. Vosniadou and Brewer 1992).
The conceptual change process is a cumbersome process that it happens slowly as children
progressively make changes in these presuppositions. In their effort to reconcile the scientific
knowledge taught at school to their intuitive framework theories, children construct synthetic
models, or alternative conceptions or misconceptions (Vosniadou 2012). Therefore, the
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investigation and identification of alternative conceptions are one of the most important tasks
in educational research (Johansson et al. 1985).

Alternative Conceptions of Teachers
Studies have shown that alternative conceptions occur at all levels of education, even at the
graduate level and that of practising teachers (Driver et al. 1985; Minstrell and Smith 1983).
Hashweh (1987) found that teachers sometimes hold the same misconceptions that their
students hold. Many of these misconceptions appear in their lesson planning and teaching
and result in reinforcing students’ misconceptions instead of remediating them with scientific
facts. Dove (1996) and Groves and Pugh (1999) highlighted the importance of identifying
misconceptions about environmental issues in undergraduate courses; otherwise, the preservice teachers might pass on false information to, or fail to correct, the children they will
eventually teach (Arslan et al. 2012).

Research Tools Capturing Students’ Conceptual Understanding
Scholars in the field have developed a variety of methods to explore students’ conceptual
understanding. For instance, interviews (Osborne and Gilbert 1980), concept maps (Novak and
Gowin 1984), open-ended questions (Calik and Ayas 2005), and multiple-choice tests
(Engelhardt and Beichner 2004; Tan et al. 2002) are among the most commonly used.
However, the paper and pencil test is difficult to be used for assessing and analysing the
test-takers’ internal ideas and often encounters measurement errors due to the students’
examination behaviours, such as guessing (Griffard and Wandersee 2001), and often draw to
misleading conclusions because of the limited range of options (Arslan et al. 2012).
In addition, the multiple-choice items evaluate only content knowledge without considering
the reasoning behind students’ choices of responses (Chandrasegaran et al. 2007). Hence, in
order to identify students’ alternative conceptions in limited and clearly defined content areas,
several researchers developed two-tier multiple-choice diagnostic tests (e.g. Chandrasegaran
et al. 2007). In these tests, the first tier assesses students’ descriptive knowledge about the
phenomenon, while the second tier explores students’ reasons for their choice made in the first
tier. Particularly, the second tier investigates students’ explanatory knowledge or their ‘mental
models’ (Tsai and Chou 2002). Treagust (1988) has provided valuable guidelines for the
development of instruments focused on the identification of students’ alternative conceptions
about various concepts.
Nevertheless, two-tier test cannot differentiate mistakes due to lack of knowledge from
mistakes due to the existence of alternative conceptions. Thus, researchers introduced the
Certainty Response Index (CRI) accompanying each question (Hasan et al. 1999), which
measures the level of certainty of the respondents for their answers to the first two tiers. The
use of the confidence ratings has its origins in the field of psychology, where individuals are
called to assess the accuracy of their performance in cognitive tasks (Stankov and Crawford
1997). A right answer with a high degree of confidence indicates a thorough understanding of
the related concept. However, irrespective of if the answer is correct or wrong, answers with
low confidence are considered as a lack of knowledge. Likewise, a wrong answer accompanied by a strong confidence level indicates the existence of a misconception (Peşman and
Eryılmaz 2010). A further step towards the improvement of this type of tests is the development of four tier tests, which are an enhanced version of the two tiers test. The two additional
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tiers measure the level of participants’ confidence in the content and the reason tiers,
respectively (Caleon and Subramaniam 2010b). Since it is the first time that an assessment
of the EF concept is attempted, the standard three-tier test form was followed instead of that of
the four-tier, as it combines most of the advantages of the particular category of tests without
being too much complicated in its analysis.

Use of Two-Three-Four Tier Tests
There is a lot of research using two/three/four-tier tests aiming to determine conceptual
understanding in physics (Peşman and Eryılmaz 2010), chemistry (Costu et al. 2007; Tan
et al. 2002), biology (Kılıç and Sağlam 2009) and environment (Arslan et al. 2012). In
particular, such tests have been used to assess secondary students’ understanding of waves
(Caleon and Subramaniam 2010a), simple electrical circuits (Peşman and Eryılmaz 2010),
geometric optic (Kutluay 2005) or basic optic concepts (year 7–10 in Korea, Chu et al.
2009). Moreover, they have been used in the study of secondary students’ ideas in chemistry
topics, like acids and bases (Cetin-Dindar and Geban 2011), chemical reactions
(Chandrasegaran et al. 2007), inorganic chemistry (Tan et al. 2002), electrochemical cells
(Loh et al. 2014), basic electrolysis (Sia et al. 2012), as well as university students
understanding about chemical thermodynamics (Sreenivasulu and Subramaniam 2013). In
the field of biology, such tests have been used for the study of secondary students’
understanding of cell division and reproduction (Sesli and Kara 2012), animal biodiversity
(Yen et al. 2007), genetics concepts (Kılıç and Sağlam 2009), animal classification on
amphibians and reptiles (Yen et al. 2004), breathing and respiration (Treagust and Mann
1998), and plant growth and development (Lin 2004), while environmental topics, like the
alternative energy sources (Cheong et al. 2015), were also in focus. Similarly, such tests
implemented to university students aiming to assess their understanding of global warming,
greenhouse effect, ozone layer depletion and acid rain (Arslan et al. 2012), and photosynthesis (Griffard and Wandersee 2001). A detailed list of studies using tier tests can be
obtained in the supplementary material of Cheong et al. (2015).
The main objectives of the present study were to do the following:
1. Develop and validate a reliable three-tier diagnostic instrument on ecological footprint
understanding.
2. Explore student-teachers’ understanding of ecological footprint after a course introducing
the concept.
Findings will enrich relevant literature, as at the best of our knowledge, there are no other
studies focused on the conceptual understanding of ecological footprint. Moreover, one of the
goals of education for sustainable development is to reduce our global ecological footprint and
increase our handprint by increasing our actions for sustainable development (UNESCO
2009). Hence, teachers implementing the goals of education for sustainable development are
necessary to have an adequate understanding of the concepts they have to negotiate with their
students. In addition, STs are among the high importance interest groups, as they are often
called to include the EF concept into their teaching, following the guidelines of the respective
curricula. Greece is such a case, where the concepts of both ecological and energy (carbon)
footprints have recently being introduced to the new education for sustainability curricula for
primary school (IEP 2011).
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Methodology
Development of the Ecological Footprint Diagnostic Instrument
The Ecological Footprint Diagnostic Instrument (EFDI) was developed using a modified
version of the procedure described by Treagust (1986, 1988) in which three major phases
are included: the conceptual definition of the concept, the assessment of students’ conceptions
and the development of the diagnostic instrument. An overview of the followed procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

Definition of the Concept (1st Phase) First, exhausted review of international literature and
reliable Internet sources led to the formulation of EF concept boundaries through the definition
of the main idea and the associated basic concepts. Following this, a concept map was
constructed concerning the basic knowledge needed by ST’s and 13 propositional knowledge
statements about the concept of EF were derived. Despite the criticism to the EF (see Ponthiere
2009; Van den Bergh and Grazi 2014) and the existing alternative methods (Simmons et al.
2000), the present study was based on National Footprint Accounts approach (Kitzes et al.
2007).
The content validity of the formulated 13 propositional knowledge statements was independently
examined by two academics, one specializing in environmental education and the other in biology.
Feedback from the reviewers suggested that the instrument embraces the conceptual principles of EF
and that the propositional statements and the concept map are correct.
At the end of this process, the questions included to EFDI were categorized into the following
categories: conceptual definition of EF, everyday activities affecting EF, and EF components
(Table 1). Through the above procedure, content validity was ensured, within the boundaries of
EF concept, and that it is appropriate for students from Departments of Education.
Assessment of STs’ Conceptions (2nd Phase) As limited literature was available related to
STs’ possible alternative conceptions about EF, an exhaustive bottom-up process, following
two repetitive cycles for assessing them, was initiated. In particular, in the first place, an openended paper and pencil questionnaire was administered to 106 STs of an Early Childhood
Department (not included in the following phases of the instrument development) aiming to
explore their ideas, after relevant teaching, about the notion of EF, the factors influencing it and
possible ways of reduction (Malandrakis et al. 2014). The goal of this first administration was
to assess the range, depth and quality of STs’ understanding about EF, so no propositional
knowledge statements were included.
Based on STs’ answers to this pre-pilot study, a first draft open-ended version of the
questionnaire was developed taking under consideration the literature review, the formulated
propositional statements and the concept map. This first draft version of the instrument was
pilot tested (on-line administration) with 97 STs of an Early Childhood Education Department
for gaining information about their alternative conceptions regarding the EF. Moreover, this
group of STs was not included in the following phases of the EFDI development process. Data
collected through the pilot phase were used to formulate the first two tiers of EFDI. More
specifically, the responses of the students were classified by their frequency and importance.
The most common and conceptually different alternative conceptions were used as distracters
(multiple-choice options in the 1st and 2nd tiers) for the items in the final version of the
instrument.
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Definition of concept boundaries, main idea, and associated
main concepts (based to literature)

Phase 1
Definition of the
concept

Construction of concept map about STs' needed knowledge
regarding EF

Definition of 13 Propositional Knowledge Statements (PKS)

Content validity examination of the 13 PKS by two academic
reviewers

Literature review

•

•
Phase 2
Assessment of
STs’ conceptions

Administration of an open-ended questionnaire to 106
STs (paper and pencil format) aiming to assess the range,
depth and quality of their understanding about EF (Prepilot study)
No PKS were included

Analysis of answers based to their frequency and significance

• 1st draft of EFDI (open-ended version, based on literature
review, pre-pilot study, PKS & concept map)
• On-line administration to 97 STs. The most common and
conceptually different alternative conceptions were used as
distracters for the content and reasoning tiers (Pilot study)

• 2nd draft of EFDI
• Review by two academic reviewers in respect of clarity of
meaning and language
Phase 3
Development of
EFDI

• Final version of EFDI
• On-line administration to 219 STs (Test 1)
• On-line administration to a sub-group of 46 STs of Test 1
for test-retest reliability (Test 2)

Fig. 1 The developmental phases of the EFDI

The Development of the Diagnostic Instrument (3rd Phase) Two academics and a
Greek language expert, aiming to eliminate ambiguous expressions, and refine it in terms of
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Table 1 Content areas and propositional knowledge statements
Content area

Propositional knowledge statements

Conceptual definition of EF Scientific
definition

Ecological footprint (EF) measures the amount of
biologically productive land and water area required to produce all the resources humans
consume, and to absorb the waste they
generatea
EF is expressed in global hectaresb

Units of
measurement
Usefulness of EF

Question
(Q)
1

2

3
EF is a tool assessing our pressure on the planet,
based on the natural resources they consumec
Ecological
Ecological deficit represents the amount to which 5
deficit/reserve
the ecological footprint of a population exceeds
the biocapacity of the area available to that
populationd
Families that consume home-produced foods and 6
Everyday activities affecting Comparison of
recycle wastes have less EF than families that
EF
different
they do not
lifestyles
13
Example of EF
Home vegetable farming contributes to EF
reduction
reduction as it reduces in a great extend the
energy needed for the processing and
transportation of vegetables
4
Products and
Increase EF:
habits that
i. The consumption of meat, milk and their
affect EFe
products
ii. Parks with grass instead of trees
iii. Many transportations with various automobiles
and vehicles
iv. Clothes drying in electrical dryer
Reduce EF:
i. Consumption of vegetables from home farms in
relation to those from commerce
ii. The exchange of clothes with my
brothers/sisters and friends
iii. The use of rechargeable batteries
It depends on:
i. The consumption of biological products
ii. Shopping from my neighbourhood
EF components.b, c Issue in Meet
Large quantities of cattle feeds, water and energy 7
(food and
EFDI (EF
are used for breeding, transportation, and
fibre/cropland)
component/type of land)
consumption, as well as and for the
management of the produced wastes.
The biologically productive land is occupied (e.g. 8
Roads and
fertile land, near-shore areas) and energy is
buildings
used for their construction.
(settlement/build
land)
For paper production, trees, which absorb carbon 9
Paper
dioxide (CO2), have to be cut off, and energy is
(timber and
paper/forest
used.
land)
Landfills (wastesf) Natural recourses are lost, which could be re-used, 10
energy is required for waste management, and
greenhouse gasses are emitted.
11
For cooling and heating, as well as for the
Cooling and
production of materials and means required for
heating
such purposes (e.g. central heating systems,
(energy/carbon
air-conditioners, oil, etc.), energy is used,
land)
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Table 1 (continued)
Content area

Propositional knowledge statements

Question
(Q)

which usually produced from fossil fuels
having as a result of the emission of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.
12
Tuna
The consumption of tuna increases EF in
(seafood/fisheries)
relevance with the consumption of an equal
amount of sardines as more energy is need for
the generation of tuna (tuna is in higher trophic
level than sardines)
a

Ewing et al. (2010)

b

Borucke et al. (2013)

c

Footprint Network (n.d.b). Overview; Sustainable Measures (2015)

d

Footprint Network (n.d.c). Deficit/reserve

e

Scotti et al. (2009)

f

Kitzes et al. (2007); Kitzes and Wackernagel (2009)

clarity of meaning and language proficiency, reviewed this second version of the instrument
again. Following this, the main study took place with 219 STs from a Primary and an Early
Childhood Education Departments.
In its final form, the instrument was comprised of 13 questions, each one having a
standard format of three tiers: the content tier, the reasoning tier and the confidence tier.
More specifically, three questions had content and confidence tiers (questions 1–3, no
reasoning tier was included), one question had nine multiple-choice items (question 4),
where possible answers were ‘it increases’, ‘it reduces’, ‘it depends’, ‘it has no effect’,
and the remaining nine questions had the standard format of three tiers (questions 5–13,
see Table 1).
In each reason tier, four to six options were listed. In addition to this, at the bottom of each
reason tier, a blank line option was placed to allow STs to write any alternative reason not
already listed (as suggested by Caleon and Subramaniam 2010a). In order to further minimize
bias, EFDI was administered through an on-line system allowing the random order of available
option of items each time the EFDI was loaded.
A confidence scale ranging from 1 (Just Guessing) to 6 (Absolutely Confident) was used to
all questions, except question 4, for optimal discrimination and reliability (3rd tier). In Fig. 2, a
typical question of EFDI is illustrated. A copy of the full EFDI may be obtained from the
corresponding author.

Participants
For the pilot study, the open-ended version of the instrument was administered on-line to 97
STs (93.81% females and 6.19% males) of an Early Childhood Education Department, located
in Northern Greece. This paper presents the responses to the final test (main study) of 219 STs
(85.4% females and 14.6% males) from a Department of Primary Education (64.4%) and a
Department of Early Childhood Education (35.6%) from the same University. All participants
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Q.7.i) How does meat consumption affects the ecological footprint?
a. It increases it*
b. It reduces it
c. It depends
d. It has no impact
Q.7.ii) Why does this happen? Choose the sentence that best explains your choice in the
previous sub-question.
a. The less meat we consume, the more the ecological footprint is reduced.
b. The animals consume food, and productive land is used for their farming.
c. Large amounts of animal feed, water and energy are required to produce, transport,
consume and manage the waste that is being generated*.
d. More animals need to be put to death for meat production, which reduces their
population and disrupts the food chain.
e. It has no impact, because the meat consumed comes from animals that are being
bred specifically for this purpose and thus the population of wild animals is not
reduced.
f. ……………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………........................................…
Q.7.iii) How confident are you for your answer? Please choose only one of the following:
1

2

3

4

5

6

Just
Guessing

Very
Unconfident

Unconfident

Confident

Very
Confident

Absolutely
Confident

* Correct answer

Fig. 2 Item 7 (Q.7) from the EFDI

from the Early Childhood Education Department were at the 4th year of their studies (22 years
old), while their mates from the Department of Primary Education were at the 2nd year of their
studies (20 years old). All participants had attended in their Departments a course for
sustainability education, in which EF is included, as part of their 4-year obligations leading
to a Bachelor degree.

Data Collection
In the main study, the final version of the Ecological Footprint Diagnostic Instrument
was administered on-line twice to the same participants allowing the calculation of
reliability indicators. The second administration of EFDI (test 2) performed about
3 weeks after the first administration (test 1), to ensure that explicit memory will have
minimal effect on the test 2 results (Caleon and Subramaniam 2010a) and participated
46 STs of test 1. Before test 1, the STs had been exposed to an instruction regarding
the basic notion of ecological footprint and the underlying concepts, lasting about 6 h
for 3 weeks. The calculation of STs’ personal EF was also part of the instruction, and
relevant literature for further reading had been provided to them. The particular
research design was chosen as the ecological footprint is a relatively new scientific
concept, and relevant studies, especially in the field of education, are rare. Furthermore, research indicates that the concept of the ecological footprint is almost unknown among pre-service science teachers (Keles and Aydogdu 2010a).
In all testing, STs were assured that their answers would not affect their grades in
the course and they were informed that the only goal of the test was to identify their
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understanding and the level of confidence in their answers. This could facilitate
educators to develop more efficient teaching approaches helping them to address these
learning difficulties. Moreover, it prevented them from giving socially desirable responses, especially to the confidence tiers. The mean time that STs needed to address
all EFDI questions was 27.91 min (SD = 8.26 min).

Treatment of Data
For each question, two scores were calculated: (a) a content score of ‘1’ was assigned to each
correct content choice and ‘0’ when otherwise; (b) a score of ‘1’ was assigned when both
responses in content and reason tier were correct, and ‘0’ when otherwise (Caleon and
Subramaniam 2010a). Following this, several variables were also calculated from the confidence ratings for each question. In particular,
(a) Mean confidence (CF) of STs for a correct or incorrect response, or simply general
confidence,
(b) Mean confidence of STs when they gave a correct answer (CFC) or a wrong answer
(CFW),
(c) Mean confidence accuracy quotient (CAQ = CFC − CFW/SD of Confidence of the STs
for the question, where SD is the standard deviation of the question). The CAQ gives the
standardized value of confidence discrimination, indicating whether the students can discern
between what they know and what they do not know (Lundeberg et al. 2000; Stankov and
Crawford 1997).
(d) Confidence bias [CB = (CF − 1)/5 − the proportion of STs who gave correct responses
for both tiers]. In this index, confidence rating recorded on a scale of 0 to 1 and referred to the
participants’ confidence calibration; when CB is positive, it suggests that STs are overconfident; when it is negative, it means that they are under-confident, and when CB is equal to zero
it means they have perfect calibration (Stankov and Crawford 1997; Sreenivasulu and
Subramaniam 2013). In the latter case, the meaning is that STs scores exactly match with
their confidence.
The reliability of the instrument was further examined through the calculation of
Cronbach’s alpha and Split-half reliability indices (Table 2). In addition to these, the
facility index (FI), and the discrimination index (DI) were also computed (Table 3). The
facility index refers to the proportion of students that answered a question correctly. It
is calculated by determining the number of the correct answers to a question and
dividing this by the total number of replies to that question. Acceptable values of the

Table 2 Reliability indices
Reliability

Content

Reason

Confidence

Total score
(1 tier correct)

Total score
(both tiers correct)

Cronbach’s alpha (α)
Test 1 (n = 219)
Test 2 (n = 46)
Split-half reliability test 1
Pearson correlation

0.682
0.628
0.579
0.535**

0.349
0.519
0.446
0.281

0.893
0.931
0.863
0.664**

0.839
0.853
0.792
0.554**

0.473**

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.0001
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Table 3 Percentage of student-teachers who gave correct answers and the values of relevant confidence
variables per EFDI item (n = 219)
Facility index (FI)
(proportion correct, %)

Discrimination index (DI)

Confidence

Item

Content

Content

CF

CFC

CFW

CAQ

CB

1
2
3
4.a
4.b
4.c
4.d
4.f
4.g
4.h
4.i
4.j
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Mean
SD

58
89
39
68
58
14
71
26
50
26
68
78
76
52
71
79
60
80
40
63
88
60
21

4.73
5.05
4.27
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
4.48
4.18
4.20
4.04
4.20
4.02
4.15
3.58
4.27
4.26
0.37

4.83
5.24
4.23
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
4.79
4.35
4.39
4.17
4.25
4.14
3.97
3.70
4.39
4.37
0.41

4.58
3.64
4.30
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3.67
4.01
3.77
3.83
4.24
3.62
4.26
3.35
3.96
3.94
0.36

0.26
1.36
−0.07
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.99
0.37
0.61
0.37
0.01
0.62
−0.32
0.30
0.52
0.42
0.46

−0.53
−1.13
−0.21
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.01
0.38
0.12
0.27
0.46
0.13
0.36
0.06
0.17
0.01
0.45

Both tiers
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
68
26
52
34
18
47
26
46
49
41
16

0.07
0.10
0.20
0.47
0.49
0.05
0.54
0.34
0.77
0.22
0.42
0.46
0.40
0.54
0.25
0.37
0.38
0.40
0.52
0.32
0.27
0.32
0.09

2-tiers
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.43
0.36
0.22
0.34
0.18
0.37
0.44
0.28
0.28
0.36
0.18

Proportion correct = proportion of students who chose correct options. DI = item discrimination index
(proportion of correct responses from top 25% − proportion of correct responses from bottom 25%). CF = general
confidence of students for the question. CFC = mean confidence of students who gave correct responses for the
question. CFW = mean confidence of students who gave incorrect responses for the question.
CAQ = CFC − CFW/SD of all confidence ratings for the question. CB = confidence bias [CB = (CF − 1)/
5 − proportion of STs who gave correct responses for both tiers]

facility index range between 0.25 and 0.75 (Lien 1971; Sreenivasulu and Subramaniam
2013). The DI assesses the extent to which a particular question can discriminate
between the high and low scorers of the overall test. Therefore, the overall scores of
STs in the test were ranked and then the difference in the facility index between the top
25% and the bottom 25% of these STs who got the question correct was determined.
For each question, two DI indicators were calculated: one based on the score of the
content tier and one based on the score of both content and reason tiers. The higher the
discrimination index is, ‘the better the test item can discriminate between students with
higher test scores and those with lower test scores’ (Mitra et al. 2009, p. 2). Acceptable
values of DI are in the range of 0.2 and above (Mitra et al. 2009), which indicates that
high scorers have a high probability of answering correctly and low scorers have a low
probability of answering correctly.
In the following paragraphs, the discussion of results mainly focuses on data from test 1.
The only exception, where data from test 2 are presented, is when the reliability results are
discussed.
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Results and Discussions
Test Statistics
The reliability of the test was determined in three ways (see Table 2). In the first place, the
instrument was administered after a period of 3 weeks to a sub-group aiming to examine the
stability of students’ responses (test 1/test 2). Following this, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated
for both test 1 and test 2, while the reliability of the EFDI was further examined through the
Split-half reliability test. In all statistics, Excel spreadsheets and SPSS (v.18) software were
used, where for all significance testing the 5% (p = 0.05) value was a priori set.
The reliability of EFDI, in terms of Cronbach’s α, for the content tier (atest-1 = 0.682,
atest-2 = 0.628), the confidence tier (atest-1 = 0.893, atest-2 = 0.931) and the total score
(atest-1 = 0.839, atest-2 = 0.853) is considered high, whereas for the reasoning tier is low
(atest-1 = 0.349, atest-2 = 0.519). However, Cronbach α was greater when all tiers were
taken into account (atest-1 = 0.839, atest-2 = 0.853). This increment of the internal
consistency confirms the advantage of using the reason tier additionally to the content
tier for the evaluation of students understanding.
The Split-half reliability for the content tier (0.579), the confidence tier (0.863) and the total
score of the test (0.792) are considered high, further strengthening the reliability of the
instrument. In addition to this, test-retest reliabilities, as indicated by Pearson r, were moderate
(>0.530) in magnitude and significant in nature for the content and confidence tiers, as well as
for the total score. On the other hand, low correlation scores were recorded to reasoning tiers
(0.281) indicating an inconsistency in STs’ rational. However, these low reasoning scores can
be attributed to low correct reasoning percentage in both test 1 (mean = 45.89%, SD = 23.83%)
and test 2 (mean = 48.79%, SD = 21.36%). The results show that there is a wide dispersion and
non-uniformity in students’ responses to the second, reasoning, tier (SD >21%), while the
average of their correct answers is low (<50%), indicating that STs were either not very sure or
stable in their answers, or they were just guessing.
Cronbach’s alpha values obtained in this study are comparable, and in the most of the
cases more satisfying, than those reported in similar studies (Caleon and Subramaniam
2010a, b; Sreenivasulu and Subramaniam 2013). Similarly, Split-half scores are consistent
with those reported in the literature (Sreenivasulu and Subramaniam 2013), whereas the
stability of the instrument, in terms of test/retest, is also considered as fair. In summary,
EFDI is considered as reliable and thus can be used to assess the STs’ understanding of the
ecological footprint.
Table 3 presents the discrimination power of EFDI as it was assessed through multiple
indices. More specifically, DI of the test items comprises a wide range, with a mean value
of 0.32 for the content tier and 0.36 for both tiers. Almost all items had a satisfying
discrimination index (>0.20), except items 1, 2, 4c, signifying that EFDI cannot discriminate, in the particular items, between participants who achieved high and low scores. The
FI of the test was moderate (0.60), but when the answers to both tiers were taken into
account, a considerable drop was recorded (0.41). In general, students choose easier the
correct reply to the first tier of the items than to both tiers. The students seemed to be
confident enough for their responses (mean CF = 4.26). The same also appeared when
students gave a correct answer (mean CFC = 4.37), while when they gave a wrong answer,
they seemed to be less, but still confident. Extreme certainty degree (>4) was expressed in
10 out of 12 questions for students giving correct answers, while for students who gave
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wrong answers extreme certainty observed in five out of 12 items. Also, the mean
confidence accuracy quotient (CAQ) was calculated to be 0.42, which means that the
students could discern well between what they know and what they do not know. CAQ
was negative for the items 3 and 11, meaning that students who answered wrong on these
were more confident for their responses from those who answered correctly. The certainty
bias (CB) index of the students was then calculated. Although the mean value was 0.01
indicating a perfect calibration of STs’ confidence on the whole instrument, imbalances
within the instrument were also recorded, as negative values were observed in three items
of the instrument (items 1, 2, 3), while the most values were above 0.10. The latter means
that students overestimated the accuracy of their responses, often accompanied by significant alternative conceptions.

Student-Teachers’ Understanding
Table 4 presents the percentages of correct students’ responses in all distinct tiers of each test
question.
The mean percentage of correct responses in content tiers was 59.4% (SD = 21.2%,
min = 14%, max = 89%), in reasoning tiers was 48% (SD = 18.4%, min = 19%, max = 79%),
while in confidence tiers was 82.4% (SD = 9.9%, min = 56%, max = 95%). The mean
percentage of correct responses (content and reason tiers) in the content area of EF definition
was 68.2% (SD = 19.8%, min = 39%, max = 89%), in the everyday activities affecting EF was
52.2% (SD = 22.3%, min = 14%, max = 88%), and in the EF components was 55%
(SD = 19.2%, min = 19%, max- = 80%), while the mean confidence scores in the same
content areas were 89.3% (SD = 5.7%, min = 83, max = 95), 86.5% (SD = 3.5%, min = 84,
max = 89) and 76.5% (SD = 10.3%, min = 56%, max = 85%) respectively. Based on these
scores, we realize that reasoning tiers appear to be the most difficult for STs (48%), revealing a
relevant shortage of knowledge, whereas the content tiers the easiest (59%), indicating an
increased understanding among STs. Moreover, STs appear to feel more confident in the
content area of EF definition (89.3%), and less confident in the domain of EF components
(76.5%).
Moreover, a third score was also calculated for the third tier, the confidence tier. When
students chose one of the uncertainty options of the Likert scale (1—Just guessing to 3—
Uncertain) ‘0’ was given as score, while when they chose one of the certainty options (4—
Confident to 6—Absolute Confident), ‘1’ was assigned. Based on this, the percentage of
correct answers of the students was then calculated according to the number of tiers that were
taken into account. As Fig. 3 illustrates, the proportion of correct answers decreases as the
number of tiers that are taken into account increases. More specifically, in the first three items
of the instrument, which consisted of only a content and a confidence tier, the mean percentage
of correct answers was 62% when considering only the first tier, while it slightly decreased to
59%, when considering both tiers. Similarly, in items 5–13 of the instrument, which consisted
of three tiers (i.e. content, reasoning and confidence tier), the mean percentage of correct
answers was 68% when considering only the first tier, 41% when considering the first two tiers
and 34% when considering all three tiers.
This conclusion is in alignment with the research of Arslan et al. (2012), regarding preservice teachers understanding about global warming, the greenhouse effect, the depletion of
ozone layer and the acid rain, and Sreenivasulu and Subramaniam (2013), study about
university students understanding on chemical thermodynamics.
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Table 4 Percentages of correct answers to all test questions (test 1, n = 219)
Content area

Question

Correct answer

Conceptual
definition
of EF

1.i. The ecological footprint is:

58
The amount of biologically productive
land and water area required to produce
all the resources humans consume and
to absorb the waste they generate
Confident/absolutely confident
95

ii. How confident are you for your
answer?
2.i. How do we measure the EF?
ii. How confident are you for your
answer?
3.i. The usefulness of EF is that:

Everyday
activities
affecting
EF

Percent

In global hectares per capita
Confident/absolutely confident

89
93

It is a tool assessing our pressure on the
planet, based on the natural resources
we consume
Confident/absolutely confident

39

ii. How confident are you for your
answer?
5. ‘Biocapacity (or biological capacity) is Greece
the capacity of ecosystems to produce
useful biological materials and to
absorb waste materials generated by
humans using current management
schemes and extraction technologies’.
In 2012, the biocapacity of Greece was
1.59 global hectares per capita and that
of Norway 5.40 global hectares per
capita. The ecological footprint of
Greece was 4.92 global hectares per
capita, while that of Norway was 4.77
global hectares per capita.
Based on the data provided above, answer
the following question:
i. Had any of the two countries ecological
deficit in 2012 and if so, which of
them?
ii. Why does it happen?
The ecological deficit represents the
amount to which the ecological
footprint of a population exceeds the
biocapacity of the area available to that
population in a given year.
iii. How confident are you for your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
4. What is the effect on the EF of the products and habits described below?
(Possible answers: Increases EF, Reduces EF, It depends on .., Has no effect)
a. The consumption of meat, milk and
Increases EF
their products at every meal
b. Consumption of vegetables from home Reduces EF
farms in relation to those from
commerce
c. The consumption of biological products It depends
d. Clothes drying in electrical dryer
Increases EF
e. Parks with grass instead of trees
Increases EF
f. The exchange of clothes with relatives Reduces EF
and friends
g. Shopping from my neighbourhood
It depends
h. The use of rechargeable batteries
Reduces EF
i. Many transportation with various
Increases EF
automobiles and vehicles
Yes

86
76

79

83

69
58

14
71
27
50
27
68
78
88
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Table 4 (continued)
Content area

Question
13.i. Can the home vegetable farming
contribute to EF reduction?
ii. Why does it happen?

Correct answer

Percent

50
Home vegetable farming reduces in a
great extend the energy needed for the
processing and transportation of
vegetables.
Confident/absolutely confident
89

iii. How confident are you for your
answer?
6. In each of the residences, A and B lives Residence A
a family of four persons. It is
considered, that these two families
have the same needs and the same
activities in their daily lives. Based on
the images, please answer the
following questionsa.
i. Which residence has higher EF?
ii. Why does it happen?
The family of residence B covers some of
its needs with home-produced products
and recycles some of its waste.
iii. How confident are you about your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
EF
7.i. How does the consumption of meat Increases EF
components
affect EF?
ii. Why does it happen?
Large quantities of cattle feed, water and
energy are used for breeding,
transportation, and consumption of
meat, as well as and for the
management of the produced wastes.
iii. How confident are you about your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
8.i. How does the construction of roads
Increases EF
and buildings affect the EF?
ii. Why does it happen?
The biologically productive land is
occupied, and energy is used for their
construction.
iii. How confident are you about your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
9.i. How does the paper consumption
Increases EF
affect the EF?
ii. Why does it happen?
For paper production, trees, which absorb
carbon dioxide (CO2) have to be cut
off, and energy is used
iii. How confident are you about your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
10.i. How do the landfills affect the EF? Increases EF
ii. Why does it happen?
Natural recourses, which could be re-used,
are lost, energy is required for waste
management, and CO2 is emitted.
iii. How confident are you about your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
11.i. How does the cooling and heating of Increases EF
buildings affect the EF?
ii. Why does it happen?
For cooling and heating, as well as for the
production of materials and means
required for such purposes, energy is
used, which usually produced from

41

37

84
71
65

81
80
38

78
60
19

85
80
54

79
40
32
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Table 4 (continued)
Content area

Question

Correct answer

Percent

fossil fuels, resulting in the emission of
CO2 into the atmosphere.
Confident/absolutely confident
80

iii. How confident are you for your
answer?
Increases EF
12.
Zooplankton➔Phytoplankton➔Sardine➔Tuna.
Based on the above food chain of Greek
seas, answer the following question:
i. Tuna consumption in relevance with the
consumption of equal mass of sardines
(e.g. 1 kg) what effect has on EF?
ii. Why does it happen?
As tuna is in higher trophic level than
sardines, more energy is need for the
generation of 1 kg tuna
iii. How confident are you about your
Confident/absolutely confident
answer?
a

63

58

56

Images of residencies A and B are illustrated in Appendix

Conclusion and Implications of the Study
Based on the findings, the developed EFDI is a sound and reliable tool, capable enough to
assess the level of STs’ understanding about the ecological footprint. Moreover, three-tier tests
can be considered more valid and reliable for the evaluation of alternative conceptions of
students (Peşman and Eryılmaz 2010). Therefore, it is critical that the diagnostic tests consist
not only from a content tier but also from a reason and a confidence tier. However, the present
diagnostic test is not an achievement test, but it is used to identify the conceptions of students.
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Only firts tiers
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Fig. 3 STs’ percentages of correct answers according to the number of tiers (test 1, n = 219). For questions 1–3,
the two tiers correspond to content (1st) and confidence (2nd) tiers, as no reasoning tier was included in the
particular questions
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Thus, students are likely to score low in this test. Hence, their scores cannot be used as a proxy
to assess the achievement in environmental education at the undergraduate level (Sreenivasulu
and Subramaniam 2013). Besides the content and the reasoning tiers, particular emphasis
should also be given to the confidence tiers since they indicate possible misconceptions or
alternative conceptions in the case that such increased confidence scores are combined with
wrong answers to the other two types of tiers (content and reasoning). In the present study, the
mean confidence score is relatively high (mean = 2.26, SD = 0.37) corresponding to the 71%
of the total confidence scale (range 1–6). This finding, coupled with the medium STs’
achievement in the content tier (60%) and their low achievement when both content and
reasoning tiers are considered (41%), indicates potential alternative conceptions on the topics
of EF. This possibility is further strengthened by the fact that STs participated in the study had
been exposed to relevant teaching. However, as the topic of EF is relatively new in the field of
education, and there is a lack of literature relevant to alternative conceptions regarding the EF,
we consider that such increased confidence scores should be interpreted with caution and we
should avoid reaching to definite conclusions. Consequently, further research is needed on
these issues in order to identify and map possible alternative conceptions and misconceptions
related to the EF topics.
The tool that is developed in the present study can be administered by educators of higher
education to their students before and after the instruction on ecological footprint to gain a
deeper understanding of the different views that students have on the particular topic helping
them to develop the appropriate teaching-learning sequences to better address their ideas. Also,
they can use it as a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of their instruction (Arslan et al. 2012),
and for assessing achievement and alternative conceptions of in-service teachers.
The present tool is a three-tier tool, which means that it includes only one level of
confidence for the answers of the students at both tiers (content and reason). Therefore, it is
unclear whether the confidence level of students is different for each tier. Future studies could
overcome this potential limitation, providing a confidence level for the content and the reason
tier separately, namely, a four-tier test could be constructed (Caleon and Subramaniam 2010b;
Sreenivasulu and Subramaniam 2013). Furthermore, as the survey was conducted among
undergraduate students of primary and early childhood education, it is proposed to administer
the tool to students who have received a different kind of instruction on the concept, so that
potential effect of type of teaching may be detected.

The Implications for Teaching and Learning about Ecological Footprint
Results indicate that, within each of the EF issues under study, additional clarifications are
needed, linked with everyday practises and situations in order to increase STs’ understanding in the most common topics. Even though the calculation of STs personal EF was
included in the teaching intervention provided to the participants engaged in the present
study, a more detailed, step-by-step and in-depth discussion is needed in parallel and after
the calculation of the EF. Such an approach should aim in the association and explanation
of the link between everyday behaviours included in the EF calculators with EF concepts
and principles (see Cordero et al. 2008). In addition, the suggestion and testing in practice
actions leading to EF minimization could further facilitate STs’ understanding (Cordero
et al. 2008). Last, but not least should be the identification and study of reasons that affect
the confidence of STs, as increased certainty levels were recorded, especially in the EF
definition area.
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